
 

 

You Will Need: Leveler, microfiber cloth (recommended) 

 

Assemble the Legs  

Assembling Your EDGE Curling Table Game: (Not applicable for Conversion Top Models) 

 

 Diagram Steps (Tighten securely but do not over-tighten) 

 Using the carton wrapper your game table arrived in, cut out and lay a section of it on the floor, 

large enough to cover the framed playing surface to protect during assembly. 

 Using two people, lay the framed playing surface (#1) on top of the carton playing surface face 

down. 

 Connect the legs (#2) to the table sides using supplied allen key and hex bolt/washers hardware 

(#14, #15, #16) 

 Fasten the two storage compartment door handle sets (#20) 

 Attach 4 foot levellers (#13) 

To Complete the Table Setup 

 Use two people to carefully flip the table upright and into its desired resting position.  

 You can now level your table using the adjustable foot levelers at the bottom of each leg. The 

use of a leveller (not included) will ensure a level playing surface. Rocks will slide straight down 

the center line if table is levelled correctly. When levelling the table, position the leveller at 

various points on top of the table’s frame and NOT the playing surface. 

 

 

 



Preparing Your Table for First Play: (Applies to all Models) 

 

A. Using the supplied specially formulated wax spray, apply sparingly to the table surface, then 

using a soft cloth, gently spread evenly all over. Allow surface to dry 2-3 minutes. 

B. Apply the supplied polymer Pebble liberally and evenly over the table surface making sure there 

are no bald spots. 

C. The supplied stone holder also acts as a tool for evenly redistributing the pebble during game 

play where pebble may shift and bare spots may appear as stones glide over it. 

D. Each game table features our patented Adjustable Curl brackets located at the bottom of your 

table. 8’ models feature 4 brackets and 10’ models feature 6. They arrive to you factory set to 

generate the most commonly preferred amount of stone curl to the center button. Tighten 

slowly and by the same amount each bracket screw to evenly create more curl along the board 

if desired. Loosen the screws evenly to generate less curl if desired. 

E. Scoreboard; The scoreboard includes a marker and eraser brush. Wet brush to erase game 

scores promptly after game is over. Do not use permanent marker. 

 

* Replacement wax and pebble can be ordered online and are available on the accessories 

page of our website 

 

Maintenance (Over time household dust and pet hairs will stick to the playing surface and may 

affect play. We recommend covering the table when not in use) 

Wax only need be applied occasionally, if table appears dirty or in dry seasons. To apply wax,   

follow these instructions; 

 Clear the game surface of all pebble using the included board sweep accessory (#7) 

 Brush or wipe table with a clean dry cloth 

 Wipe surface clean with a damp cloth 

 Wipe surface dry with a clean dry microfiber cloth 

 Apply thin, even coat of table wax (holding spray nozzle approximately 12” above table surface) 

 Allow wax to set for 2 minutes 

 Buff lightly with clean dry microfiber cloth 

 Re-apply a thin layer of pebble (For best results, pour the pebble, do not shake) 

 

Trouble Shooting 

If playing surface is not functioning properly, please ensure that; 

 Game table is level 

 Surface is clean 



 Bottoms of rocks are clean 

 Room temperature should be around 20*C/68*F for optimal play 

You’re now ready to play. Have fun! 

Cool Curling 

 

 

 


